Bench linear winding machine

Intended for the manufacture of electric coils used for solenoids, reactances and distribution and power transformers.

Small

- E 300
  - Three speed ranges
  - Manual

- E 400
  - Three speed ranges
  - Manual

- E 600
  - Cabezal gobernado por reductor de precisión
  - Ajuste de velocidades por software
Motor coil winding

Intended for the manufacture of electric coils used for solenoids, reactances and distribution and power transformers.

B Serie

E 1200 B
Two speed ranges
Manual

E 1500 B
Two speed ranges
Manual

C Serie

E 1200 C
Single speed
According to customer specifications

E 1200 C SGB
Four speed ranges
Automatic Gearbox
Foil machines

Intended for the manufacture of electric coils used for solenoids, reactances and distribution and power transformers.
Expanding mandrel

Expanding mandrel
Guider for foils by pulley

Expanding mandrel
Guider for foils by pulley